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Abstract Global optimization for the interpretation of Self-Potential (SP) anomaly using a

very fast simulated-annealing (VFSA) inversion code is developed in the present study.

The SP anomaly is measured over a 2-D inclined thick sheet-type electrostatically

polarized structure. Different model parameters for thick sheet-type structures are opti-

mized. VFSA optimization yields a large number of well-fitting solutions in a huge model

space. Uncertainty in the interpretation is analyzed and the study shows that it remains in

few model parameters. The efficacy of the developed approach has been demonstrated

using noise free and noisy synthetic examples. Field data from three different regions is

interpreted for multiple thick sheet-type structures related to mineral exploration. The

computation time for finding this convenient solution is very short (100 s for single

structure) and the proposed method is found to be useful for interpretation of thick sheet-

type structure and for multiple bodies as well. The interpretation procedure can be used for

assessing mineral deposits as well as the SP of the earth’s crust.

Keywords Self-Potential � Interpretation � VFSA � Ambiguity � Mineralization

1 Introduction

Mineralization potentials are the indication of interest in mineral exploration. These are

associated predominantly with massive sulphide ore bodies and have been explained using

an electro-chemical mechanism (Sato and Mooney 1960) or related to oxidation potential
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(Corry 1985). The technique has a varied kind of applications comprising mining fields

(Sato and Mooney 1960; Heinrichs 1966; Logn and Bolviken 1974; Corry 1985), sulfide

and graphite exploration (Sundararajan et al. 1998; Mendonca 2008); groundwater

exploration (Monteiro Santos et al. 2002); geothermal exploration (Zlotnicki and Nishida

2003; Jardani et al. 2008; Mauri et al. 2010, 2012); mineral prospecting (El-Kaliouby and

Al-Garni 2009; Mehanee et al. 2011; Peksen et al. 2011; Roudsari and Beitollahi 2013);

environmental and engineering investigations (Nyquist and Corry 2002; Naudet et al. 2004

and Canton et al. 2010)

Interpretation of Self-potential data using different techniques has been proposed for

many years. Interpretation of SP data can be performed using simple geometric model,

forward modeling and inversion. Logical expression for simple geometrical shapes are

given by El-Araby (2004) and El-Kaliouby and Al-Garni (2009). Many methods have been

developed to interpret the SP anomaly assuming the body of simple geometry such as

sphere, cylinder, thin and thick sheet (Abdelrahman et al. 2006a, b, 2008, 2009; Essa

2011). Lately, El-Kaliouby and Al-Garni 2009 developed the modular neural networks

(MNN) method and Monteiro Santos (2010) used the particle swarm optimization method

(PSO) method for the interpretation of SP anomaly. Fedi and Abbas (2013) also proposed a

new method for the interpretation of SP anomaly using depth from extreme point (DEXP)

method. Dmitriev (2012) also proposes a new software algorithm for interpretation of SP

anomaly for different thick sheet type and prismatic bodies but the uncertainty in inter-

preting the different model parameters was not discussed. It is well known that the problem

of ambiguity, non-uniqueness and resolution are characteristic in various interpretation

approaches. Interpretation of SP anomaly also suffers from this drawback. Sharma and

Biswas (2013), Biswas 2013 and Biswas and Sharma (2015) presented the ambiguity in the

interpretation of SP data using sheet-type model and proposes the ambiguity associated

with idealized bodies. In the present study, ambiguity associated with the interpretation of

SP data over thick sheet-type structures is analyzed using VFSA global optimization

method which has not yet attempted in any literature.

VFSA optimization scan a vast model space without compromising the resolution and it

had been extensively used in many geophysical applications (Sen and Stoffa 2013; Sharma

and Kaikkonen 1999; Sharma 2012; Sharma and Biswas 2013; Biswas and Sharma 2015;

Biswas 2015, 2016). Therefore, model parameters of thick sheet-type structures are opti-

mized in a vast model space and ambiguities are analyzed. The present work revolves

around the development of efficient and accurate approach for interpretation of thick sheet

Fig. 1 Inclined 2-D thick sheet
geometry (Dmitriev, 2012)
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type structure, analysis of ambiguity in the interpretation and possible approach to avoid

ambiguity for reliable result. The method is tested in synthetic and noise free data and for

multiple sheet type structures for a field data.

2 Forward formulation

The SP anomaly UM at the point M on the surface due to a thick dipping layer (Fig. 1) is

given by the equation (Dmitriev 2012).

UM ¼ U0

p
2 arctan
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In the above equation U0 is the self-potential of the layer/polarization parameter

(negative in case of negative anomalies); h is the depth to the layer top; b is the half-width

(horizontal size) of the upper edge; x0 corresponds to center of the upper edge along the

x-axis; x corresponds to the point M along the x-axis for which the potential is calculated; a
is the dip angle; d1, d2 are the lengths of the negative and positive sides, respectively.

3 Very fast simulated annealing (VFSA) global optimization

3.1 Theory

Various global optimization methods are based on different principles such as Boltzmann’s

law of statistical mechanics, to reach the minimum energy state (simulated annealing),

biological evolution (genetic algorithm and neural network), and natural behavior of an

individual or a group to follow an optimum path (Particle Swarm Optimizations) (Sen and

Stoffa 2013; Sharma and Kaikkonen 1998, 1999; El-Kaliouby and Al-Garni 2009; Mon-

teiro Santos 2010; Sharma and Biswas 2011, 2013; Biswas and Sharma 2015; Singh and

Biswas 2015). These methods overcome various limitations of linearized inversions (Sen

and Stoffa 2013) such as stability and resolution, reduction in the non-uniqueness, etc. In

the present study, a variant of simulated annealing (SA), i.e. VFSA, is used for the opti-

mization of model parameters for various standard geometrical structures associated with

self-potential anomalies. VFSA is more efficient than the conventional SA approach in

terms of less CPU time, memory and resolution (Ingber and Rosen 1992). Simulated

Annealing (SA) is a guided random-search technique which exploits an analogy between

the way in which a metal cools and freezes into a minimum energy crystalline structure

(the annealing process) and the search for a minimum in a more general mathematical

system; it forms the basis of an optimization technique for combinatorial and other

problems. However, this requires a large computing time. Fast annealing and very fast

simulated annealing (VFSA) or even adaptive simulated annealing (ASA) are each in turn

exponentially faster and overcome the problem of large computation time. The main

difference between SA and VFSA is the faster cooling schedule in VFSA due to a sharper
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Cauchy probability distribution for the random selection of model parameters. Further, SA

takes samples at the predefined interval that limits the model resolution, while VFSA can

take any value in the model space and increase resolution. Further, VFSA does not

remember all models in the optimization process, and hence needs very small memory.

This approach has been used by various scientists for interpretation of different geo-

physical data (Zhao et al. 1996; Sharma and Kaikkonen 1998; 1999; Bhattacharya et al.

2003; Pei et al. 2009; Srivastava and Sen 2009; Li et al. 2011; Sharma and Biswas 2011).

The VFSA optimization is also widely applied in non-geophysical problems and this shows

efficacy of the VFSA optimization.

In global optimization techniques mentioned above, the misfit for a large number of

models within a model space is computed. Next, probability of each model is computed

and process tries to focus in the region of high probability. However, VFSA optimization

does not computes misfit for a large number of models at a time. Instead it moves within

the model space randomly and selects a new model, compute misfit and probability for that

model. Then it selects or rejects the new model with respect to the previous model. The

movement of model parameters in the vast model space follows Cauchy probability dis-

tribution, which has a sharper peak than Gaussian probability distribution. The shape

distribution allows the temperature to be lowered at a much faster rate in VFSA than other

conventional SA approaches and hence it reaches the final temperature rapidly.

Every geophysical inversion requires minimization of misfit between the measured and

model data. Misfit or objective function is very important in every optimization and is also

problem dependent (type/nature and magnitude of the observed response). The varying

nature of the geophysical data requires different types of objective functions. VFSA or any

global optimization technique requires a search range (Pmin
i andPmax

i , minimum and

maximum value of ith parameter or model space) for each model parameter, and during the

process each parameter is optimized within the search range to find the best model that fits

the observed response well. In the present study we find following misfit error (u) between

the observed and model response suitable of SP data interpretation.

u ¼ 1

N

XN
i¼1

V0
i � Vc

i

jV0
i j þ V0

max � V0
min

� �
=2

 !2

ð2Þ

where, N is number of data point, Vi
0 and Vi

c is the ith observed and model responses,

Vmax
0 and Vmin

0 are the maximum and minimum value of observed response.

The details of VFSA process can be well understood from Sen and Stoffa (2013). The

details of VFSA method has also been discussed by Sharma (2012), Sharma and Biswas

(2013), Biswas and Sharma (2014a, b), Biswas and Sharma (2015) for resistivity sounding

and ambiguity in self-potential interpretation.

3.2 Global model and uncertainty analysis

Different geophysical problems have different kinds of ambiguities and the estimation of a

global model requires different approaches. VFSA optimization yields a number of good-

fitting models and the global model can be predicted using different approaches. Various

model parameters of good-fitting models may differ from each other and could lie in a wide

range in the multidimensional model space. It is important to sample the region of model

space where clustering occurs (where a large number of models are located). Different

sampling techniques have been used to predict the global model and minimize uncertainty

in the final model (Mosegaard and Tarantola 1995; Sen and Stoffa 2013). A detailed global
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model, uncertainty analysis can be found in various literature viz. Sharma (2012), Sharma

and Biswas (2013), Biswas and Sharma (2014a, b), Biswas and Sharma (2015), Biswas

(2015).

3.3 Computation time

In the present work, a simple desktop PC with Intel Core-2-Duo processor and MS

FORTRAN Developer Studio are used to execute the developed program. Computations

were performed based on idea given by Biswas and Sharma 2015; Biswas and Sharma

2014 a, b. The actual (not CPU) time for the whole computation process for a single

structure is nearly 100 s. However, for multiple structures, the computation time increases

to about 40 %.

4 Results

4.1 Synthetic example

Initially, noise-free and noisy (20 % random noise) synthetic data sets were inverted to

retrieve the actual model parametersusing VFSA global optimization. The synthetic data is

generated using Eq. 1 for a number of models. These data sets were interpreted using

VFSA global optimization to retrieve the actual model parameters. It is significant to

highlight that once an adequately effective kind of noise is overlaid on synthetic data

obtained for a model, we no longer know the actual model parameters. Therefore, first,

noise-free data are interpreted to verify the efficacy of the approach in recovering the

actual model parameters, and following this, noisy and field data are interpreted.

4.1.1 Model 1

Initially, the forward response is generated for Model 1 (Table 1) using Eq. 1. This data is

inverted to retrieve the actual model parameters. After selecting a suitable search range for

each model parameter, a single VFSA run is performed to check the appropriate conver-

gence of each model parameter and misfit. We found that on a large search range, the

model parameters (h, d1, d2, U0) cannot be determined precisely. Subsequently, we have

reduced the search range on the basis of initial results and VFSA optimization is performed

again. Convergence pattern of each model parameter and reduction of misfit is studied

(Fig. 2).

Table 1 Actual model, search
range and mean model for Model
1

Parameters Actual model Search range Mean model

x0 500 400–600 500.0 ± 0.4

h 50 20–80 51.7 ± 9.2

b 50 20–80 49.5 ± 0.7

d1 100 50–150 98.5 ± 8.9

d2 400 300–500 398.9 ± 16.6

a 90 0–180 90.0 ± 0.3

U0 750 700–800 758.6 ± 13.0

Misfit 3.8 9 10-8
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We can see that misfit fell to a small value systematically and that all model parameters

converged to the actual values shown in Table 1. It must be noted that misfit should show

oscillations (decrease and increase) and finally steadily reach a very low value (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Convergence pattern for
all the parameters and misfit for
Model 1
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Figure 2 shows that various model parameters getting stabilized after 10,000 forward

computations. However, iterations continue as the misfit error keeps on deceasing. Since

these data are synthetic, the VFSA algorithm tried to reach the actual solution very

accurately. Since various parameters keep getting refined up to several decimal places, the

misfit decreases. However, in case of field data, it is always affected by noise and the

condition could be different from that for synthetic data. Therefore, VFSA might need a

larger number of repetitions.

Subsequently, ten VFSA runs are performed and 10 solutions are derived. Since 106

models are evaluated (2000 iterations 950 number of moves at each iteration910 VFSA

runs) whose misfit vary from, 1–10-9 (noise free synthetic data), therefore, models having

misfit greater than10-5 are discarded. Figure 3 depicts the histogram of all accepted

models whose misfit is lower than 10-4. Figures 3 depict that model parameter x0, b and a
have a well-defined peak and are close to their actual value. However, other model

parameters h, d1, d2 also shows a well-defined peak which is not close to the actual value

and has a wide range of solutions. Parameter U0 also shows a wide range of solutions from

the histogram studies.

Next, Gaussian PDF is computed from models having misfit lower than 10-4. Finally

only such models are selected to compute the statistical mean model and associated

uncertainty whose all model parameters have PDF more than 60.65 % (one standard

deviation). We can see that the all model parameters except U0 follows a Gaussian dis-

tribution however, h, d1, d2 shows that the PDF is not close to the actual initial value of that

model parameter. Interestingly, U0 show that the PDF is nearly close to the actual value.

Hence, interpreted model parameters h, d1, d2 are ambiguous.

Figure 4 shows comparison between the observed and mean model data. Figure 4

shows the comparison between actual and modeled subsurface structure. Table 1 depicts

the interpreted mean model and associated uncertainty. From the histogram and PDF, it can

be concluded that the model parameters x0, b, a and U0 can be uniquely determined after

global optimization and there is no ambiguity in the resolution of these parameters.

However, there is ambiguity in the other model parameters h, d1, d2. The interpreted value

of different parameter (U0, b, h, a) increases while, both the poles of the thick type body

decreases. This suggests that the depth from the top increases and the length of the body

decreases. However, the amount of deviation from the initial model parameters is less than

10-8. It is interesting to note that for sheet type structures, depth from the top (h) also pose

ambiguity as well as the half width (a) of the sheet (Sharma and Biswas 2013). There is a

correlation between the parameter h for both thin sheet-type and thick-sheet type structures

which suggest that the depth of the body from the top of the surface remains uncertain.

Analysis of correlation matrix (Table 2) shows that when h increases, then U0 must

increase, d1 decreases and d2 also slightly decreases. When x0; increases a decrease. These

are in accordance with the physics of the problem.

Fig. 3 Histogram of models having misfit\ 10-4 and their PDFs, for Model 1 (noise-free synthetic data)
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Fig. 4 Fitting between the observed and model response and corresponding subsurface structures for Model
1

Table 2 Correlation matrix for
Model 1

x0 h b d1 d2 a U0

x0 1.000 0.042 -0.092 -0.038 -0.067 0.827 0.121

h 1.000 0.002 -0.996 -0.382 0.083 0.781

b 1.000 -0.026 0.128 -0.085 0.008

d1 1.000 0.310 -0.076 -0.767

d2 1.000 -0.100 -0.459

a 1.000 0.138

U0 1.000
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4.1.2 Model 2

Forward response for Model 2 (Table 3) is computed using Eq. 1 and 20 % uniformly

random noise (i.e., multiplied by a random draw between 1 and 1.20) is added to the data.

Then, VFSA optimization is performed in a way similar to the Model1. After studying the

satisfactory convergence to obtain a single solution, ten VFSA runs are performed. Since

the misfits for the evaluated 106 models vary from 2–10-2 (20 % uniformly random noisy

synthetic data), models which have misfit less than 0.01/0.02 are selected for statistical

analysis based on the noise present in the data.

Figure 5 depict the histogram of all accepted models whose misfit is less than 0.02 and

the Gaussian PDFs of models. The histogram reveals that Model 2 is similar in nature to

Model 1. Additionally, the mean model is computed using models within the high PDF

region. Again from the noisy data, it can be determined that the model parameters x0, b, a
and U0 can be uniquely determined after global optimization and there is no ambiguity in

the resolution of these parameters. However, the mean model for h, d1, d2 pose ambiguity

as the histogram reveals that there is a wide solution for those model parameters and the

mean model is not close to the actual value which is also in case for Model 1.

Figure 6 shows comparison between the observed and mean model data. Figure 6

shows the comparison between actual and modeled subsurface structure. Table 2 depicts

the interpreted mean model and associated uncertainty. It is interesting to note that when

the data is associated with noise, hand d2 increases whereas d1 decreases. If h increases, d1

will decrease but d2 should also slightly decrease. Since, the data is associated with noise;

this kind of uncertainty may exist. However, the comparison between observed and mean

model data show a good fit for noisy data. The subsurface model structure shows a

deviation from the actual model which is due to the effect of noise in the data.

Table 3 Actual model, search
range and mean model for Model
2

Parameters Actual model Search range Mean model

x0 500 400–600 530.2 ± 11.9

h 80 20–100 86.4 ± 8.7

b 60 20–100 81.7 ± 7.3

d1 120 50–150 112.3 ± 13.2

d2 450 400–1000 796.9 ± 35.8

a 120 90–180 139.8 ± 4.5

U0 1000 600–1200 616.9 ± 64.0

Misfit 1.3 9 10-3

Fig. 5 Histogram of models having misfit\ 0.02 and their PDFs, for Model 2 (20 % uniformly random
noisy synthetic data)
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4.2 Field example

4.2.1 KTB anomaly, Bavaria, Germany

Self-Potential anomaly (Fig. 7a) recorded from the vicinity of KTB -boreholes drilled

during the German Continental Deep Drilling Program (Bigalke and Grabner 1997) in the

northern part of Oberpfalz (NE Bavaria, Germany). The anomaly shows two negative peak

anomaly zones. These two peak negative anomaly zones would be the favorable position to

model the subsurface structure. Initially, a suitable search range for each model parameter

is selected and a single VFSA run is performed to check the appropriate convergence of

each model parameter and misfit. Next, Misfits for 106 evaluated models vary from 2 down

to 10-2, and we selected models with misfit smaller than 0.01 for statistical calculation.

Figure 7a shows the comparison between observed and model response. It can be seen

that the model data fitted well for field data. Congruently, the subsurface structures have

also been derived from the mean model parameters (Fig. 7b). The subsurface structures

show the presence of two bodies after inversion of the field data using the thick sheet-type

bodies. All the anomalies show a 2-D thick sheet-type structure (Fig. 8b). Both the

structures show almost vertical in nature. The thickness of the first mineralized structure is

79.2 m, length of the negative and positive pole of the body is 67 and 65.3 m respectively.

The width of the second structure is 174.6 m and length of the negative and positive pole

Fig. 6 Fitting between the observed and model response and corresponding subsurface structures for Model 2
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Fig. 7 Field example from KTB anomaly, Bavaria, Germany - Fitting between the observed and model
response and corresponding subsurface structures

Fig. 8 Field example from Puca Rumi deposit, Peru - Fitting between the observed and model response and
corresponding subsurface structures
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of the body is 22.4 and 67.2 m respectively. The mean model parameters are shown in

Table 4. It is highlighted that this field example was interpreted assuming thin sheet-type

structure by Mehanee (2015). However, in the present work, it is interpreted as thick sheet

type structure and is well correlated with the work of Dmitriev 2012.

4.2.2 Puca rumi deposit, Peru

Self-potential anomaly (Fig. 8a) was measured around Puca Rumi deposit, Peru. The

anomaly is digitized at equal interval (after Mendonca 2008) for the present interpretation.

The deposit is associated with silica ore bodies. From the anomaly (Fig. 8a), it can be seen

that a multiple structure can be modeled from the observed data based on the peak negative

anomaly (trough) zone. Hence, we tried to model this data considering three structures

using the above mentioned approach.

Figure 8a shows the comparison between observed and model response. It can be seen

that the model data fitted very well for field data. Correspondingly, the subsurface struc-

tures have been derived from the mean model parameters (Fig. 8b). The subsurface

structures show the presence of three irregular bodies after inversion of the field data using

the thick sheet-type bodies. All the anomalies show a 2-D thick sheet-type structure

(Fig. 8b). The first structures show a vertical structure and the other two are dipping. The

thickness of the first mineralized structure is 37.4 m, length of the negative and positive

pole of the body is 47 and 57.3 m respectively. The width of the second structure is 22 m

and length of the negative and positive pole of the body is 80 and 109.5 m respectively.

Interpreted polarization is shown in the figure itself (Fig. 8b) and the other model

Table 4 Mean model for all two
bodies at KTB anomaly, Bavaria,
Germany

Parameters Body 1 Body 2

x0 603.6 ± 13.7 1137.8 ± 20.0

h 185.9 ± 8.7 168.2 ± 8.8

b 37.4 ± 6.9 22.2 ± 4.8

d1 46.9 ± 13.7 79.9 ± 19.9

d2 57.6 ± 7.5 109.5 ± 8.4

a 174.4 ± 12.2 2.5 ± 8.8

U0 3632.7 ± 616.5 5063.7 ± 1131.3

Misfit 1.5 9 10-7

Table 5 Mean model for all
three bodies at Puca Rumi
Deposit, Peru

Parameters Body 1 Body 2 Body 3

x0 288.2 ± 0.0 509.1 ± 5.8 873.5 ± 8.9

h 0.02 ± 0.0 2.8 ± 0.6 9.5 ± 1.2

b 79.2 ± 0.6 174.6 ± 1.3 142.0 ± 0.5

d1 67.0 ± 2.5 22.4 ± 2.5 93.2 ± 3.5

d2 65.3 ± 0.8 67.2 ± 1.2 47.7 ± 0.6

a 179.9 ± 0.5 113.1 ± 0.5 166.5 ± 1.5

U0 198.2 ± 0.9 1511.5 ± 11.4 597.2 ± 8.4

Misfit 5.0 9 10-4
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parameters are shown in Table 5. However, the actual structure and presence of miner-

alization can be said from drilling information of that particular field area.

4.2.3 Saurei deposit, Polar Urals

Self-potential anomaly (Fig. 9a) was measured around a complex-ore field in the Polar

Urals (after Khudyakov and Malivanchuk 1972). This ore body is related with lead

deposits and presently known as Saurei Lead deposits. The anomaly is digitised at equal

interval for the current interpretation. The anomaly (Fig. 9a), suggest that a multiple thick

sheet-type structure can be modeled from the observed data based on the peak negative

anomaly zone. Hence, we tried to model this data considering three structures and the

methodology mentioned above.

Fig. 9 Field example from Saurei deposits (Polar Urals)—fitting between the observed and model response
and corresponding subsurface structures

Table 6 Mean model for all
three bodies at Saurei Lead
Deposit (Polar Urals)

Parameters Body 1 Body 2 Body 3

x0 253.3 ± 0.0 812.7 ± 12.7 861.3 ± 4.2

h 0.01 ± 0.0 1.8 ± 0.9 2.4 ± 1.0

b 5.8 ± 0.3 74.0 ± 0.6 30.9 ± 0.2

d1 0.1 ± 0.0 61.0 ± 12.4 18.6 ± 4.0

d2 192.6 ± 2.7 105.7 ± 6.3 124.3 ± 0.5

a 143.4 ± 0.7 179.9 ± 0.4 2.3 ± 0.4

U0 4935.6 ± 187.5 46.1 ± 0.7 110.7 ± 3.6

Misfit 5.7 9 10-3
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Figure 9a shows the comparison between observed and model response. It can be seen

that the model data fitted very well for field data. Correspondingly, the subsurface struc-

tures have been derived from the mean model parameters (Fig. 9b). All the three anomalies

show 2-D thick sheet-type structure. The first structures show an inclined structure and the

other two are almost vertical. The thickness of the first mineralized structure is quite thin

and is 5.8 m, length of the negative and positive pole of the body is 0.1 and 192.6 m

respectively. The width of the second structure is 74 m and length of the negative and

positive pole of the body is 61 and 105.7 m respectively. The thickness of the third body is

142 m. The length the negative and positive pole of the body is 93 and 47.7 m respec-

tively. Interpreted polarization is shown in the figure itself (Fig. 9b) and the other model

parameters are shown in Table 6.

It is highlighted that the field data is also interpreted using multiple thin sheet (after

Biswas and Sharma 2014b; Sharma and Biswas 2013), sphere and cylindrical structures

(after Biswas and Sharma 2015). However, the fittings are extremely poor and the model

parameters are highly erroneous. Hence, the field data were modeled using 2-D thick sheet-

type structures.

It is also emphasized that actual structures may not have the standard shape (horizontal

cylinder, vertical cylinder or thin and thick sheet-type) or structures in nature. Hence,

modeling and inversion of actual field data with the above mentioned standard geometrical

structures may not yield the actual subsurface structure. Slight deviation of the actual

structure from the modeled structure (Sphere, cylinder, sheet, etc.) can be assumed to be

superposition of diverse kind of noises on the responses generated by standard geometrical

structures. However, we get a good estimate of the subsurface structure of a mineralized

body and the location and depth of the body. It is also highlighted that the present method

has been applied in interpretation of SP data from South Purulia Shear Zone (SPSZ) related

to mineralization (Biswas et al. 2014; Biswas and Sharma 2016); however, the ambiguity

associated with the interpretation was not discussed in that work. In the present work,

ambiguity associated with the interpretation is also discussed taking synthetic and field

examples.

5 Conclusion

VFSA global optimization is performed to interpret self-potential anomaly measured over

a two dimensional thick sheet-type structure. Since, VFSA optimization yields a number of

best-fitted models in a vast model space; the nature of ambiguity in the interpretation is

also investigated simultaneously. The study demonstrates that graphical fits between the

observed and model data are equally good as well as the subsurface models. However,

detailed analysis of the histograms and estimated uncertainty shows that there are some

uncertainties in model parameters. The study demonstrates that there is no ambiguity in the

resolution of the model parameter x0, b, a. However, model parameters h, d1, d2 shows

ambiguity in resolving the model parameter. This ambiguity is basically deviation of the

mean model from the actual model parameter. Analysis of U0 from the histogram suggests

a wide range of solutions. This also poses ambiguity in resolving the actual model

parameters. However, the mean model derived from probability density function suggests

that it is very close to the actual model parameter. Synthetic noise free, noisy and field

examples are presented in the study to demonstrate the efficacy of the developed approach.

Field data from three different regions is interpreted using the developed approach. Since
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the computation time is very small, the developed method can be used competently to

interpret SP data obtained from relevant field studies.
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